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An angle-uniform asymptotic expression for the differential cross section for scattering with excita
tion and also for the exchange scattering of fast electrons by hydrogen atoms is obtained in the second 
Born approximation for the transition amplitude. The formulas obtained are in good agreement with 
the available experimental data for the 1s - 2s, 2p transitions in the hydrogen atom. An asymptotic 
expression is also obtained for the amplitude derived in the framework of the distorted-wave Born 
approximation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

EXPERIMENTS performed on the measurement of the 
differential cross sections for scattering of fast elec
trons by atoms [1-3J indicate that for sufficiently large 
scattering angles in the case of scattering with excita
tion there is a significant disagreement between the 
measured angular dependences and the theoretical 
computations carried out in the framework of the first 
Born approximation. Thus, for example, according to 
Williams ClJ , for the scattering of 200-eV electrons 
through an angle of 50° with a transition of the hydrogen 
atom from the ground to the first excited state, the 
theoretical cross section turns out to be approximately 
one hundred times less than the observed value. At the 
same time the differential cross section for elastic 
scattering at energies higher than 100 eV is in good 
agreement with experiment in the entire angle range[4J 
As is well known, the Born expression for the differen
tial cross section for elastic scattering through suffi
ciently large angles decreases with increase of the 
incident- electron velocity v as 1/v4, the dominant con
tribution to the asymptotic expression being made by 
the matrix element containing the interaction Vpi of the 
impinging electron e i with the nucleus. In the case of 
scattering with excitation, because of the orthogonality 
of the wave functions of the initial and final bound 
states, the coefficient in front of the term that decrea
ses as 1/v4 vanishes identically, in consequence of 
which the Born expression for the cross section con
tains only the interelectronic interaction V if and de
creases as 1/vI2 • 

The phYSical interpretation of these results is well 
known (see, for example,[5J). It is clear that on account 
of the pair interaction Vip alone, only the state of the 
incident electron can change: the state of the bound 
electron remains unchanged. The small value of the 
matrix element containing the interaction Vif is connec
ted with the fact that as the momentum of the incident 
electron changes from the initial ki to the final ki" the 
electron ef acquires, owing to the momentum conserva
tion law, a sufficiently large momentum ~ ~ - ki" and 
the probability that it will remain in the bound state is 
extremely small for large v. 

From the above-presented interpretation of the 
processes of first order in the interaction we can infer 
that for sufficiently large v processes in which the inci
dent electron participates in at least two pair interac
tions become important, the pair interactions involving 
the following: in one of them the incident electron im
parts to the bound electron a small part of its momen
tum-just enough to effect a transition-and, in the other, 
it is scattered by the nucleus, such that its momentum 
changes from the initial ~ to ki'o An adequate quantum 
mechanical description of the indicated processes is the 
use of the second Born approximation for the transition 
amplitude, and this is adopted in the present paper. The 
asymptotic form of the differential cross section for 
scattering with excitation, as well as for exchange scat
tering, for v - 00 is computed in the framework of the 
second Born approximation. 

It should be noted that the second Born approximation 
for the problem under consideration has been computed 
by a number of authors (see, for example, the re
view[6J). In computing the differentiating cross section, 
however, these authors conSidered only the real part of 
the second- order terms, whereas, as the present calcu
lation shows, the leading part of the asymptotic form of 
the second- order terms is purely imaginary and, des
pite the fact that it contains the second powers of the 
interaction, it is, for scattering through sufficiently 
large angles, the dominant term in comparison with the 
first-order terms. In this case the asymptotic form of 
the terms of the first Born approximation virtually con
tains the second powers of the interaction also. The 
purely imaginary value of the asymptotic form of the 
amplitude is connected with the possibility of fulfilling 
the conservation law for the kinetic energy in the inter
mediate states in the above-indicated successive colli
sions. 

Note that this limit was considered in[7J in one of 
the modifications of the first distorted-wave Born ap
proximation. It is shown in Sec. 4 of the present paper 
that the asymptotic form obtained for the amplitude by 
the distorted-wave method when account is taken only of 
the first-order terms essentially depends on the form 
of the distorted potentials, and is not, in consequence, 
well defined. This ambiguity disappears only when the 
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second-order terms of the distorted-wave method are 
taken into account, so that the asymptotic expression for 
the sum of the first- and second-order terms coincides 
with the asymptotic expression for the second Born ap
proximation. Furthermore, we formulate for the dis
torted potentials conditions upon fulfillment of which the 
amplitude obtained in the first approximation of the 
distorted-wave method will nevertheless have the cor
rect asymptotic form for v - 00. It should be noted that 
the distorted potentials chosen in[7J do not satisfy these 
conditions. In Sec. 5 the results of the present calcula
tion are also compared with the experimental data [1J; a 
good agreement is found between the computed angular 
dependence of the differential cross section and the ex
perimentally observed dependence. Thus, the expres
sions obtained in this paper for the differential cross 
sections can be used to normalize experimental re
sults. 

2. COMPUTATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC FORM OF 
THE AMPLITUDE FOR SCATTERING WITH 
EXCITATION 

The expression for the amplitude of the process 
under consideration has the form 

of the individual matrix elements in (2). The sole first
order term has the form 

T/, = (i'l V'II i) = V'I (Il) e,', (Il), 

where Vif(.6.) = 1/21f.6. 2, ~ = ki - kr, and 

8a~(llj = Sdq1/la(q)1/l~(q +A) = S dreiM;Pa(r);P~(r). 
1/lm(q)"" (qlnm), 1jim(r)= (2n~'I' S dqe'·'Ij1m(q). 

(4) 

(5) 

Henceforth each of the indices a and {3 in (5) indepen
dently takes on values from the set of indices {i, i', f} . 
The explicit expression for (5) for arbitrary final and 
initial ground states of the bound states is given in [BJ . 
As a function of.6., the integral Ei'i(.6.) == En l m ,1s(.6.) is 
localized in the neighborhood of .6. R: 1, and for .6. - 00 

while for .6. - 0, Enl m 1s(.6.) co.6. for "optically 
allowed" transitions ~d 00 .6.2 for the rest[5J. Thus, for 
.6. - 00 we have for the dominant part of the asymptotic 
form of (4) 

T' 1 ,p,(0)1ji,' (0) 
.',= 2nz !!.' 

(6) 

Let us consider further the second- order terms in 
(1) (2): 

where Ii) == Ikini) is the initial-state vector of the sys
tem, ki is the momentum of the incident electron ei' ni 
= {1s} is the set of quantum numbers of the bound elec
tron ef in the ground state of the hydrogen atom, 

(i'l ==(k., n.,l is the final-state vector,~, is the final 
momenthm lof ei' ni' are the quantum

A 
nu~bers ~hich 

describe the final bound state of ef' Vi = Vip + Vif is the 
iJlteraction op~rator, which vanishes as ei moves away, 
G = [E + iE - Htl is the resolvent of the total Hamilton
ian H = Ho + V pi + V pf + V if' and Ho is the electron 
kinetic-energy operator. Then, on the surface, where 
energy is conserved, we have 

Here Ei and Er are the energies of the initial and final 
states of the hydrogen atom; we shall henceforth use 
the Coulomb system of units. In conformity with our 
discussion in the Introduction, we apply the second 
Born approximation to (1), i.e., we set 

T", '"' T,~:B = lim (i' lv, + v,G,(E + is);;,I?), 
... +0' (2) 

The expression (2) is obtained from (1) by the substi
tution G R: Gi , which is the first term of the iterational 
expansion of the corresponding integral equation of the 
Lippmann-Schwinger type. 

In the basis Iqiqf)' consisting of the eigenvectors of 
the momentum operators iii and iif of the individual elec
trons, the resolvent Gi is connected with the Coulomb 
Green function Gi(qf' qf; s) in the momentum represen
tation by the relation 

(q,ql I G.(E + isj Iq/q/) =6'(q,-q/)G,(qlo q/; E+ie- l!2q,'j. (3) 

Let us now proceed to compute the asymptotic forms 

TR = (i' I ViIGiVi/ + ViPiViP + VU,Gi Vjf + ViPG/ViPI i), (7) 

For v - 00 the contribution of the matrix element 
(i'j"VifGiVifli) is sm~ll compared to the corresponding 
first Born term (i'IVifli). Furthermore, because of the 
orthogonality of the initial and final bound states, the 
matrix element (i'j"VipGiVipli) vanishes identically. 
The two remaining matrix elements in (7) 

P i,/ = (i' I VipG! Viii i). Qi'i = (i' I ViIGi ViP I i) 

are connected by the relation Qi'i = Pii', so that it is 
sufficient to consider only one of them. 

The corresponding integral has the form 

P".= SSS dq,dq,dq,V'/(q, - k.) V,.(q, -k..} 

x Ij1.(q,)G,(q, + k.- q" q,; E+ ie -'/, q.')Ij1dq,) , 

V,.(q) = VI.(q) = -1/ 2n'q'. (8) 

The integral over d~ can be evaluated taking account of 
the fact that G/q, q'; s) is the Green function of the 
Hamiltonian whose eigenfunction is l/ii'(~)' We obtain 
as a result 

S d Vi/(q, - k.) V,.(q, - k,')8i',(q, - k.) 
Pi'i= q, 2· 

E+ ie+E" - q, 12 
(9) 

To find the asymptotic form of (9), we note that the 
main contribution to the integral are made by the reg
ions of localization of En and V if' i.e., by the neigh
borhood of the point q3 = ki' Furthermore, the denom
inator of the Green function also vanishes in this reg
ion. Expanding the potential Vip around q3 ~ ~ and 
dropping the leading (with respect to 1/v) terms in the 
denominator of the Green function, we have 

P'" "" _ V.,(!!.) S dq V"(:) 8,,~(q) . 
q ,-18 

(10) 

After evaluating the integral in (10) with respect to the 
angular variables, we find that the asymptotic form of 
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(8) for t;,. - co has the form 
i ~ dq 

p." "" - V p,(6.)-J -B,·,(q) 
1 v 0 q (11) 

and that it decreases as 1/v3 as v - co. Comparing (11) 
with (6), we find that the dominant contribution to the 
asymptotic form of T~. are made by the second- order 

1 1 
terms, so that for v - co 

(12) 

This expression is valid in the region of sufficiently 
large scattering angles, where t;,. .» 1. To find the 
asymptotic form of (7) in the region t;,. -;;;, 1, it is neces
sary to consider all the cofactors in the integral (9) to
gether. Then, for forward scattering the integral for 
the leading term of the expansion of (9) becomes diver
gent. The Singularity of the integrand at the point q3 = ki 
is connected with the long-range nature of the Coulomb 
interaction!). However, in view of the fact that the atom 
as a whole is electrically neutral, this singularity 
vanishes when the matrix element R = (i'IVifGiVifli> in 
(7) is taken in~o account. Let us use the spectral repre
sentation for Gi in R and separate out the two polar 
terms: 

- s· (i'IV,/ln,q> (n,qIV"li> + S d (i'IV,/ln,.q> (n,·qIV"li> + Il.. 
R- dq E+iB+E,-'/,q' q E+iB+E,,-'/,q' (13) 

The integrand in the matrix element R is a well defined 
quantity for all scattering angles, and the contribution 
of R is asymptotically small compared to the corre
sponding first-order term (4). 

As for the first two integrals in (13), the computation 
of the leading parts of their asymptotic forms meets 
with the same difficulty encountered in the computation 
of Pi'i' Let us denote the first integral in (13) by Rii 
and the second by Ri'i" Taking account of the fact that 
Ro· and R·,·, have signs opposite to those of Pl"l' and 

11 1 1 . . 
Qi'i' we consider the combmatlOn 

I,\~)= p,', + R,.,. "" S dq B,',(q) V,,(q) V~p(q + d) [1- B,',' (Iq + d I)]' 
qk, - 'B (14) 

which also determines the sum of the other pair: Ii~~ 
== Q.,. + R .. = I~H. It is not difficult to show that 

11 11 11 
1- Ei'i,(q) "" q2 for q - 0, and, as a result of this, the 
integral (14) is well defined. As can be seen from (14), 
in the region of small scattering angles, t;,. -;;: 1, the 
second-order terms decrease as l/v and are asymp
totically small compared to the first-order term (4), 
which has in this angle region the asymptotic form 
T~,. ~ v for optically allowed transitions and Th 
~l ~onst for the rest of the transitions. Matching now 
the asymptotic expressions found for the second-order 
terms for t;,. « 1 and t;,. »1, we thus find that the angle
uniform leading part of the asymptotic form of the am
plitude (2) for v - co has the form 

1 e (M)')-' i [( e E.'.'i)-' 
T,., = 8n'v' {B,.,(d) (sin'2+4T +-;;- sin' 2 +-;;-

(15) 

1) An analogous divergence of the matrix element in the p-H charge
transfer problem was previously noted in [8]. 

(1) (2) 
where t;,.E = Ei - E i" and the constants Ei'i and Ei'i' 
which do not depend on v and cos () = ki . ki,/kiki" are 
determined by the expreSSions 

(I) 1 s- dq {~s dq () [1 ( ) l}-' E,·, =1; -8,·,(q) 78;" q -8,',' q , 
o q 0 

(16) 

As regards the total cross section . 
(J",', = (2n)' S IT,·,I'sin6de • 

• 
since the main contribution to the integral is made by 
the region of small scattering angles, where the first
order term predominates, the asymptotic form of <7i'i 
coincides with the well-known asymptotic form of the 
firs t Born approximation [4J : <7 i" co v-lIn v for the 
1s - np transitions and <7 i' i ex) 1}v2 for transitions to the 
remaining final states. 

3. ASYMPTCYrIC FORM OF THE EXCHANGE
SCATTERING AMPLITUDE 

The general expression for the amplitude of the 
three-particle scattering with rearrangement in the 
case of the exchange scattering of an electron by a 
hydrogen atom has the form 

T'l = <tlYif + Yi/(;ViP + V/pGVi/ + Yii~Vi/1 i), (17) 

since, according to[9] , 

<II VIP + VlpGV,.1 i) "" O. 

Here (fl == (krnfl is the final-state vector of the sys
tem, kf is the final momentum of the initially bound .. 
electron ef' nf is the set of quantum numbers descrlbmg 
the final bound state of ei' We shall compute the 
asymptotic form of (17) using theA first Born approxima
tion for the total Green function G; this is equivalent to 
the second Born approximation for Tfi. It is then suffi
cient to limit ourselves to only the first term in the 
Born series for G: 

G = Go + CoVCo + ... (18) 

(here Go = [E + iE - HO]-l and V is the total interaction). 
However, the computation of the asymptotic form of (17) 
becomes simpler if we partially sum up the series (18); 
this, of course, does not change the form of the asymp
totic expression. In this connection we assume 

where 

ug> = <II Yi/(;iViP I i). uW = <I iVlpC/ Vii I i), 
Uti = </IVi/(GI + Gi - 60l Vii I i). 

(19) 

The first-order matrix element T~i in (19) has the 
form 

T,.'= SdqljJ,(q)IjJ,(q+d')V,,(q-k,), A'=k;-k,. (20) 

The main contribution to the integral is made by the 
regions of localization of the wave functions I/Ji and I/Jf 
in momentum space, i.e., by the neighborhoods of the 
points q = 0 and q = - t;,.', which lead to the asymptotic 
form 

(21) 
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which was previously obtained in [IOJ. The quantity 
Ef"(t,') in (21) is determined by the formula (5). For 
laige v (21) decreases as 1/v6 +1 in the region t,' »1 
and as 1/v2 for t,' -;; 1. 

Let us consider further the second-order matrix 
element 

U(2)= SS ,,(q,)Vf/(g,-g,)VI.(g,-kl)ljJl(g,+!t.-g,) d d (22) 
I' E+ie+EI-'/,q,1 g, g,. 

Here Ef is the final energy of the hydrogen atom. The 
main contribution to the integral (22) for v - 00 is made 
by the regions of localization of the wave functions I/Ji 
and I/Jf' i.e., by the neighborhoods of the pOints q1 = 0 
and q3 = ki. Expanding the potentials Vif and Vfp ' which 
are nonsingular in these regions, in a series and 
dropping the leading (with respect to l/v) terms in the 
denominator of the Green function, we obtain for the 
leading part of the asymptotic form of (22) the expres
sion 

UI~I) "" - v~ VI'(~'),j qe/i(q)dq, 

• 
(23) 

which decreases as 1/v5 • In view of the fact that uW 
= U~~) and the contribution of the matrix element Uli 
conlaining the iterated interactions is asymptotically 
small compared to the corresponding first Born term 
(20), we find that for t,' » 1 the asymptotic form of 
(19) coincides with the expression (23) multiplied by 2: 

(24) 

To find the asymptotic form of (22) in the region 
t,' ~ 1, we must consider the integral 

U (I) V ( )S sl,(q)VI.(q-~')dq 
I' "" - 'I V k' , q l-l8 

(25) 

which diverges logarithmically at t,' = 0 for the ls - ls 
transitions and is anomalously large for the other tran
sitions. The same difficulty encountered in the analysis 
of the integral (9) arises here. Proceeding ip. s}Illilar 
fashion, we consider the matrix element (fIVirGiVifli) 
together with (25), first separating out from the former 
the following polar term: 

<II V G V Ii> = S <II Vf/I qnl><qnl I V'II i> dq (26) 
i/ I 'I E+' +E 'I 2 + ... lS 1- 2 q 

The expression for the main contribution of the sum of 
the integrals (26) and (25) then has the form 

- Vi/(V) S dqVI .(q-A')s/f(q)[1.-slI (lq-A'/>] • (27) 
qk/ -l8 

In the region t,' ~ 1, (27) decreases as 1/v3 and is thus 
small compared to the first Born term (21). The corre
spq,nd~nli asymptotic expression for the sum of Uie and 
(fIVifGiVifli) is obtained from (27) by interchanging i 
and f. 

The matching of the asymptotic expressions found 
for the second- order terms for t,' « 1 and t,' » 1 
leads to the following angle-uniform expression for the 
dominant part of the asymptotic form of (19): 

liB 1 { , i [( . z 9 E 1,(1) )-' TI • =-- 8,,(L'i )+~ sm -+--
2n'v' 4v' 2 v' (28) 

(29) 
EJ~') = E.;2) . 

The asymptotic expression for the total exchange
scattering cross section uri COincides, as in the case of 
scattering with excitation, with the asymptotic form of 
the first Born approximation, so that afi GO 1/v4 for 
v - 00. At the same time the differential scattering 
cross section for t,' »1 is determined by the second
order terms. The scattering process responsible for 
each of the matrix elements UH) and uil) can be inter
preted as two successive pair encounters. Uri) then 
corresponds to the process in which the incident elec
tron ei imparts through any collision its momentum ki 
to the bound electron ef' after which, being in a small
momentum state, it is captured into a final bound state. 
In its turn, having gained the momentum ki' e( under
goes elastic scattering by the nucleus, changing its mo
mentum in the process by kf. Similarly, in the process 
described by U[i>, ei is first scattered by the nucleus, 
the change in its momentum ki as a result of the scat
tering being close to kf. In the second encounter, ei 
imparts a momentum kr to ef through any collision 
mechanism, after which it is captured into a bound state. 
Thus, despite the fact that the probability for multiple 
scattering at high velocities decreases with the growth 
of their number, in order for ef to acquire a finite mo
mentum kf' at least two pair collisions should occur. 

4. ON THE NECESSITY TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT 
THE SECOND-ORDER TERMS OF THE DISTORTED
WAVE METHOD FOR THE PROBLEM OF SCATTER
ING WITH EXCITATION 

Let us show that the correct asymptotic form of the 
amplitudes Tn computed in the framework of the dis
torted-wave method[ll]: 

T!,! = (!l>\;) I Vi - w(·) + (VI - w(·» G (Vi - W(l» I !l>\+». (30) 

is, generally speaking, obtained only when the terms of 
second order in the interaction are taken into account 
together with the first-order terms. Setting in (30) 
G R:i G., we obtain in the case of scattering with excita-

1 
tion being considered the following expression for the 
second distorted-wave Born approximation: 
Tf~DW = (!l>\;) I Viii !l>\+» + (!l>\;) I Vi Oi Vi - w(')GiVif - ViIGiW(l) I !l>\+», 

(31) 
since in the present case the matrix elements of the 

A() A(2) A A AU) A(2) A A 
operators w 1 ,w ,VipGiW ,and w GiVip' taken be-
tween the states I~t) and (~i;)/' are identically equal 
to zero. In (30) and (31) w(l) and W(2) are distorted po
tentials which do not induce transitions and depend in 
the coordinate representation only on the distance of the 
.. th I I~(+» - I (+» mcommg electron from e nuc eus; i = ni' Xki,l , 
(~tl =0 (~" xt), 21; finally, (ql Xk+)l) and (Xk)2IQ) 

1 ' " 
= (ql xk(+)2) are respectively the wave functions of the 

, A (1) A (2) 
scattering problem with the potentials wand w . The 
wave functions are connected with the scattering ampli
tudes 

t,,{o)(q,k;'I,k'+is)= Sw(O)(q-q')x~.:) (q')dq' (a=1,2), (32) 
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by the relations 

x.:~) (q)=6'(q-k)+2lim tw(~)(q,k; '/,k'+ie) 
.~+. k' +, is _ q' (33) 

continued with respect to q outside the energy surface. 
In (33) w(a)(q_ q') = (qlw(a)lq'>. 

We shall assume that the potentials w(a) are such 
that at large k we can use the Born approximation for 
the amplitudes in (33). This yields 

(34) 

The expression for the first-order term in (31) arising 
upon the substitution of (34) has the form 

where T~,. is given by (4), 
1 1 

(35) 

T,= S w(')(q-k,.)V,,(q-k,)8i·,(q-k,)d'q (36) 
E+ie-'/,q' ' 

and T2 is obtained from (36) by making the interchanges 
i +'= i' and 1 +=! 2. For v ~ 00 the matrix element Tl2, 
which contains the product of W(l) and W(2), is asymp
totically small compared to Tl and T2. Concerning the 
potentials w(a), we shall assume that in the momentum 
representation they decrease more slowly than l/q6 as 
q ~ 00. The dominant contribution to (36) will then be 
made by the neighborhood of the point q = ~, so that 

(37) 

and, consequently, 

T,~Dvr"" iji,(O)j,'(O) ~[w(ll(~)+W('1(~)]~S~8,.,(q). (38) 
l A8 v 0 q 

As can be seen from (38), the asymptotic form of the 
first distorted-wave Born approximation essentially 
depends on the form of the distorted potentials, and this 
makes it nonunique. This nonuniqueness, however, 
vanishes when the second-order terms in (31) are taken 
into account. In fact, the dominant part of the asymptotic 
form of the matrix element 

,-) ~ ~ ~ (+1 J w(l)(q-k,)V,,(q-k,·)e,·,(q-k,·) 
<<1>,. 1 V'jG.W O ) I <1>, ) = 2 k' + . , dq , 18- q 

(39) 

is equal to 

(40) 

and, correspondingly, 

<<D,!-l 1 ~(') G,V" 1 <1>'<+» "" -~w(·) (M j ~8,.,(q). (41) 
_ v. q 

Comparing (37) and (38) with (40) and (41) and taking 
into account the fact that these matrix elements enter 
into (31) with opposite signs, we find that the dominant 
parts of the asymptotic forms of the first- and second
order terms containing the distorted potentials cancel 
each other. As for the asymptotic form of the matrix 
element (<l>i,)lvi<\'\I<l>t» in (31), it coincides with the 
asymptotic form (If) of the above-computed second
order terms (i'lviGivilO and is the dominant part of 

The differential cross section (in 
units of the Born radius) for the Is ..... 
2s, 2p excitation of the hydrogen -z 
atom by electron impact at 200 eV. 
Continuous curve, the result of the 
present calculation; broken curve, 
cross section obtained in [7] in the 
first distorted-wave Born approxi
mation; points, experimental data 
from [I]. 

-J 

the asymptotic form. Thus, we find that as v ~ 00 

where Tg~ is given by (12). 
1 1 

Notice that in spite of the ambiguous nature of the 
first distorted-wave Born approximation, we can, by 
imposing definite conditions on the distorted potentials, 
make the amplitude TfJIW have the correct asymptotic 
form. Comparing (38) and (12), we find that for this to 
happen the distorted potentials should satisfy the condi
tion 

which can serve as one of the criteria to be used when 
selecting the potentials. 

5. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The experimental data on the differential cross sec
tion for the scattering of 200-eV electrons by the hy
drogen atom with a transition of the latter from the 
ground to the first excited state in the scattering-angle 
range from 20 to 100 0 are cited inCl]. These data are 
compared in the figure with the results of the present 
computation. Since, as follows from (28), the contribu
tion of the exchange-scattering amplitude at large v is 
small compared to that of the amplitude of the scatter
ing with excitation, the leading part of the asymptotic 
form of the differential cross section do2l /dQ for the 
1s - 2s, 2p transitions has the form 

7~' = (211)'( \ T ..... I· + 3\ T, •. ,.\·), (43) 

where the Tn's are determined by the expreSSions (15). 
The computation of the constants (16) entering into (15) 
with the appropriate Coulomb functions leads to the 
following values: 

E.~·:. = 6.3· 10-', E,~':. = 7.3· 10-', Ez~·:. = 1.0 . 10-', E.~) .. = 5.2. 

(44) 

The differential cross section computed from (43) 
and (44) taken into account is represented in the figure 
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by the continuous curve. Also shown in the figure are 
the results of the computation carried out by GeHman 
and Hidalgo[7] in the framework of the first distorted
wave Born approximation. It was assumed in the calcu
lation in[7] that w(ll(~) == 0 and W(2)(~) =_1/21T2~2. 
Such a choice for the distorted potentials does not, as 
follows from (42), yield the correct asymptotic form of 
the differential cross section. 

The absolute values of the experimental cross sec
tions in the figure have been chosen such that they coin
cide with the results of the present calculation for 
e = 30°. The observed angular dependence of the cross 
section is then reproduced within the limits of experi
mental error by the cross section computed on the basis 
of the angle-uniform asymptotic form of the second 
Born approximation (15). As the computation shows, the 
dominant contribution to the da21/dQ is made by the 
transition to the final 2p state, whereas the contribution 
of the transitions to the 2s state constitutes only a few 
per cent. Notice also that in the range of angles e S;; 30°, 
comparable contributions to the cross section are made 
by the first- and second-order terms, whereas for 
e > 30° the contribution of the second- order terms to 
(15) is overwhelming. 
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